


Which Asset Classes are Investors Turning to in 
the 2017/18 Financial Year?
The beginning of the new tax year on 6 April marks a vital time for British taxpayers to reflect 
on their current financial strategy. As they do so, it is imperative that investors take into account 
new legislative reforms and unfolding economic events that will impact the way they manage 
their investment portfolio over the ensuing 12 months. The current 2017/18 financial year takes 
on added significance due to a series of sweeping reforms to Britain’s tax framework, including 
changes to inheritance tax and Isa limits, and buy-to-let tax relief. At the same time, interest rates 
are being held at a record low 0.25% and are not likely to increase until at least the beginning of 
2018. Looking to the major political and economic events set to dominate the year ahead, British 
investors must also account for the inevitable change taking place as a result of Brexit and the 
snap General Election scheduled for 8 June.

In the months following Britain’s decision to leave the European Union (EU), the private sector 
proved resilient, propelling productivity and stimulating economic growth across the country. As 
a consequence, Britain is currently the second fastest-growing advanced economy in the world; 
GDP is on track to increase by 2% at the close of the year, according to the IMF. UK consumers 
are also optimistic about the future opportunities that Brexit will open to scaling SMEs – a recent 
report found that 54% of UK adults believe Britain leaving the EU will enable UK businesses to 
expand globally, equating to approximately 27 million people across the British Isles.

In light of these political and economic shifts that have reshaped Britain’s investment landscape 
during the past year, IW Capital’s latest report delves into the sentiment of UK investors to 
reveal how they are managing their financial strategy over the coming 12 months. Based on a 
nationally representative sample of 1,000 UK investors with portfolios between £10,000 and 
over £250,000 – excluding pensions or property – this report uncovers which asset classes 
investors are incorporating into their investment strategy in the new financial year. The findings 
are enlightening, presenting an investor community willing to embrace new opportunities outside 
of traditional asset classes that will support the country during this vital period of economic 
transition.

With Brexit negotiations underway and a snap election called, IW Capital has surveyed 
1,000 UK investors to discover which asset classes they are turning to in the new 
financial year, finding:

• Amidst record low interest rates, SME investment – including debt and equity – peaks 
the interest of 1.72 million UK investors over the next 12 months

• Over a quarter (27%) of investors think entrepreneurs and business leaders will play a 
critical role in driving the economy forward over the next year

• 6% of all UK investors – the equivalent of 1.47 million people – plan to invest through 
tax-efficient investment schemes such as EIS and SEIS in 2017/18 

• Stocks and shares (23%), property (11%) and government bonds (7%) were among 
the other most popular asset classes for the current financial year

http://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/news/article-1607881/When-UK-rates-rise.html
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2017/apr/18/imf-ratchets-up-uk-economic-growth-forecast-to-2
https://news.google.com/news/url%3Fsr%3D1%26sa%3Dt%26ct2%3Dau%252F0_0_s_2_0_i%26usg%3DAFQjCNGewQcr-DeHJpA9KL80coq6u-6ULw%26did%3Dbdf204f25788a4%26sig2%3DrbQu9hjzYnHSIzqOpzUb6w%26cid%3D52779469829956%26ei%3DAGIJWYi-Iou_4gLhg7CICw%26rt%3DSTORY%26vm%3DSTANDARD%26url%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.fundstrategy.co.uk%252Fsurvey-brexit-will-boost-uk-businesses-global-reach-consumers-say%252F
https://news.google.com/news/url%3Fsr%3D1%26sa%3Dt%26ct2%3Dau%252F0_0_s_2_0_i%26usg%3DAFQjCNGewQcr-DeHJpA9KL80coq6u-6ULw%26did%3Dbdf204f25788a4%26sig2%3DrbQu9hjzYnHSIzqOpzUb6w%26cid%3D52779469829956%26ei%3DAGIJWYi-Iou_4gLhg7CICw%26rt%3DSTORY%26vm%3DSTANDARD%26url%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fwww.fundstrategy.co.uk%252Fsurvey-brexit-will-boost-uk-businesses-global-reach-consumers-say%252F


A Transforming Investment Landscape

From Britain’s decision to leave the EU in June to the Bank of England cutting interest rates to 
historic lows and Theresa May’s appointment as Prime Minister, 2016 proved to be one of the 
most momentous years in Britain’s modern history. A series of landmark political announcements 
and economic events sparked into motion a new era of transformation that is currently shaping 
the country’s investment landscape. IW Capital’s 2017 Investor Index recently revealed that a 
significant number of UK investors are embracing the opportunities on offer as a consequence 
of Brexit, with 2.21 million investors having entered 2017 with a greater risk appetite and actively 
seeking fresh investment classes. 

IW Capital’s survey found that 13% of investors consider record low-interest rates to be an 
instigating factor when approaching their investment strategy over the coming 12 months – 
equivalent to a total of 3.19 million investors. As investors reconsider their financial strategy, the 
research also found that SME investment is forming an important part of UK investors’ plans in 
2017/18. Over a quarter (27%) of investors think entrepreneurs and business leaders will play a 
critical role in driving the economy forward over the next year, while 24% said that innovation and 
technological advancements are the two greatest strengths of the country’s economy. This is 
reflected in the number of investors looking to both debt and equity investment opportunities in 
UK SMEs, with 1.72 million factoring this into their financial plans for the current tax year.

While SME investment proved to be one of the leading asset classes that investors are 
incorporating into their financial strategy, IW Capital’s survey also found stocks and shares (23%), 
property (11%) and government bonds (7%) were among the other most popular investment 
destinations for the current financial year.

Investors Look to Tax-efficient Investment Schemes in 2017/18

Tax-efficient investment schemes such as the Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) and Seed 
Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS) proved to be a particularly important category of choice for 
investors. The research found that 6% of all UK investors – the equivalent of 1.47 million people 
– plan to invest through tax-efficient investment initiatives such as EIS and SEIS in 2017/18. The 
findings come as new HMRC statistics released on 27 April revealed that a total £15.9 billion 
has been raised to support 26,000 scaling British businesses through EIS since the initiative was 
launched in 1993/94. In 2015/16 alone, more than £1.64 billion was invested through the scheme.

Over the past 12 months, IW Capital has been tracking British sentiment towards alternative 
finance and SMEs to measure the impact of political and economic events on investors. In 
this respect, the revised HMRC statistics are consistent with findings from a survey conducted 
by IW Capital in 2016, which found that the majority (52%) of British investors would consider 
supporting the UK’s SMEs through private investment despite uncertainty in the wake of Brexit. 
This survey’s findings demonstrated the positive sentiment investors hold towards entrepreneurs 
as a driving force propelling economic growth, innovation and productivity in the immediate 
aftermath of the EU referendum announcement. With £1.64 billion having been invested through 
EIS in the 2015/16 financial year, investors are clearly acting on their positive sentiment. 

http://iwcapital.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Investor-Index-2017.pdf


Further to the positive sentiment investors hold towards tax-efficient investment schemes, 
IW Capital’s latest survey found that a quarter (25%) of investors want to see the Government 
do more to support investors’ interests through its tax policies. While tax-efficient investment 
schemes have proven to be a particular popular instrument in channelling private capital into 
scaling SMEs, the number of investors and businesses able to access them has become 
progressively limited due to a new wave of regulation. Since 2015, EU State aid regulations 
have restricted the types of companies able access schemes like EIS, while also capping the 
total amount of finance that can be raised. Brexit presents a significant opportunity for the UK 
Government to review current EU regulations and create an independent system that is tailored to 
the needs of the UK’s investor community and private sector.

Looking to the Future

Cash savings have long been considered the staple investment option for individuals seeking 
a secure investment destination. However, with interest rates at an all-time low and inflation 
at 2.3% – the highest it has been since September 2013 – IW Capital’s research has revealed 
that investors are turning to other asset classes to ensure they are not losing out on returns 
through traditional saving accounts. As demonstrated through the research findings, SME-based 
investments are a popular choice for investors in the 2017/18 financial year – data further 
supported by the popularity of incentive schemes such as EIS and SEIS.

IW Capital’s timely study has revealed an investor community more than willing to back British 
entrepreneurs by injecting capital into the thriving private sector. At this time of economic 
transition, investors are optimistically looking to alternative investment classes outside of 
traditional savings, confident in the long-term growth prospects of the British economy. As global 
leaders in disruptive industries, extending from fintech to digitech, Britain’s ecosystem of scaling 
SMEs presents significant investment opportunities across both debt and equity for investors. 

With the snap General Election scheduled for 8 June 2017, it is important that moving forward 
the Government educates investors about schemes such as EIS, which have proven to be 
an important catalyst for private sector growth. IW Capital’s studies from the past year have 
illustrated that investor appetite for tax-efficient investment schemes remains consistently high, 
and these schemes provide vital support for Britain’s high-growth companies, in turn aiding 
the country as it aims to cement its position as a globally renowned hub for innovation, growth 
and productivity. As Britain prepares for Brexit, IW Capital’s research has provided a timely and 
necessary insight into an investor community positioned to champion Brand Britain and the 
vibrant collection of innovate SMEs and entrepreneurs propelling the private sector forward.

Looking to the coming 12 months, IW Capital will continue to provide industry-defining research 
uncovering investor sentiment in what is set to be one of the most momentous periods of 
transition for Britain.

http://www.tradingeconomics.com/united-kingdom/inflation-cpi
http://www.tradingeconomics.com/united-kingdom/inflation-cpi
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